
iflelcome to Dr. Kmino

Tie Connecticut greenhouse industry is most fortunate.
A floriculturist is the new Head of the Plant Science
Departsnent!

Dr. Everett R. Bnino brings excellent credentials to
Connecticut. After graduating from the University of
Massachusetts, he earned the Master of Science and Doctorate
at Michigan State University.

An instructor at Michigan State for five years, be was
an assistant professor for three years and an associate
professor at Texas A. & M. for aeven years before caning to
Connecticut. He is now professor and head of the
deparbnent.

When the search is completed and a person appointed for
a position presently open, the Connecticut team will be the
most comprehensive in history. There will be six
professional staff in Dr. Bruno's department with sane
responsibilities in greenhouse management along with two in
agricultural engineering and one in plant pathology.

Of course, Dr. rmino has diverse responsibilities. The
Plant Science Department includes 23 professionals covering
disciplines of agronomy, entomology, floriculture,
horticulture, landscape design, plant nutrition, plant
physiology and pomology. Even with all of these
responsibilities, we look forward to Dr. fcmino's
contributions to floriculture.

Best wishes, Everett, and welcome to Connecticut.

Come to the Connecticut Greenhouse Short Course on October
27, 1983 and meet Dr. Elnino.
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BASICS OF GREENHOUSE WATERING SYSTEMS
John Bartok, Jr.

Extension Agricultural Engineer

Plants require an adequate supply of moisture for optimum
growth and maximum flower production. Water is the medium by
which nutrients are absorbed by the plant. The water that is
absorbed by the root system moves through the roots and xylem
into the branches and leaves. The water vapor is then tran

spired through the stomates in the leaves into the atmosphere
urrounding the plant. For each ounce of dry matter produced
y the plant, as much as two gallons of water moves through
the plant.
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Moisture is also needed by the plant in several other
functions:

Cell division—Turgid cells reproduce faster.
Photosynthesis—Where moisture is deficient, stomates

are closed and carbon dioxide movement is limited.
Rooting of cuttings—Good supply of moisture is needed

to keep stem from drying.
Germination of seeds—Uniform moisture will give a

higher percentage of germination.
Soil air supply—Amount of moisture regulates the air

supply.

By supplying an adequate but regulated amount of moisture,
we can control the growth and flowering of plants.

WHEN TO WATER

Most of the variables in growing plants have been
measured and controlled to varying degrees for many years.
Optimum levels of temperature, humidity, nutrients and
light are known for most crops. These can be measured
and then adjusted with a fair amount of accuracy.

Soil moisture measurement and control information,
in general, is not available. Various methods of indicating
soil moisture are used, but to date, no one method is in
jeneral use throughout the country. The following are
methods used to indicate the moisture content of the soil.

Appearance or Feel—Growers usually water when the soil
will crumble easily when compressed in the hand. Examination
at several levels should be made.

Tensiometers—This device consists of a porous cup
attached to a vacuum gauge. The cup is inserted into the
soil and the apparatus tilled with water. As the soil dries,
water leaves the cup and the resulting tension is recorded on
the gauge. Limitations are lack of soil uniformity and
variations in the clay cup.



Weight of Soil Mo?sture--One pot plant on a bench is used
as a control. This plant sits on a scale that is adjusted to
trip a switch when the moisture level gets below a certain
level. This setting has to be adjusted as the plant grows
to compensate for the added plant weight.

Light Accumulators—This device utilizes a photoelectric
cell and counter to activate a solenoid valve after a pre
determined quantity of light has been received. It is based
on the idea that increased light causes increased evaporation.
It does not take into account air movement or variations in ^
soil texture.

Evaporation simulators—A stainless steel screen is used
to simulate a leaf. This screen is located among the plants
and receives the same amount of water as the plants do. The
screen is attached to a switch which activates a solenoid
valve when the water that has collected on the screen evapor
ates. This device is limited to use with misting systems.

Soil Moisture Conductivity—Several devices relate soil
moisture to electrical conductivity. When the soil dries to
a preset level, the electronic circuit activates the solenoid
valve.

Most of the above devices use a timer to shut off the
water supply after a predetermined length of time.

HOW MUCH WATER

The amount of water required to supply the moisture a
crop needs depends on the type of soil or soil mix and the
size and type of container or bed. A proper watering tech
nique should provide 10 percent more water than is necessary
to allow leaching. This will reduce salts and insure good
fertilizer distribution. Frequent light sprinklings induce
shallow rooting and may increase soluble salt concentration.

Below is a handy formula to determine the gallons of
water needed per square foot to thoroughly water a bench.
Multiply the bench area (in square feet) by the depth of
soil in inches and divide by 15.

(sq. ft. bench) x (depth in inches) Number of gallons
15 ~ required per square

foot to give 10%
leaching.

This formula is appropriate for light soils,
heavier soils divide by 12 instead of 15.

For

2) Only 1/3 to 1/2 as much power is required, especially
with permanent split capacitor (or split phase) fan
motors.

3) Little maintenance is required.

4) Temperatures are uniform; both hot and cold spots are
eliminated.

5) Stratification of warmed air is practically
nonexistant, reducing the air temperature in the ridge
and thereby reducing heat loss.

6) Humidity within the plant canopy is reduced.

7) Moisture condensation on plants is reduced aiding in
disease control.

8) Carbon dioxide utilization is improved since the
leaves are "scrubbed" by the air.

9) NO CO- distribution system is required.

10) Air infiltration (and heat loss) is reduced.

11) (and now add) Leaf temperatures under bright sunshine
are reduced.

This reverses our previous thoughts on the use of HAF
during ventilation periods. If the air in a greenhouse is
circulating in a coherent horizontal pattern, less should
be exiting through glass laps, holes or the open
ventilators. Should HAF be used during ventilation? If
fan/tube ventilation (exhaust fan induced ventilation
through a convection tube, similar to a fan-jet without the
blower and the tube connected directly to the outside air)
is used, HAF may improve ventilation. Under cross
ventilation, with fans and openings opposite the fans, HAF
should not be used. With top vents, it appears that HAF
may have merit until the temperatures are excessive and the
vents are fully open. Perhaps HAF should then be turned
off.

This concept has been developed over a period of more
than thirty years. Using HAF during venting is a new
concept. We will keep you informed regarding fine tuning
the practice.
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SHOULD HAF BE USED WITH VENTS OPEN?

Jay S. Koths

Tender rose leaves often burn on sunny days following
a series of cloudy days. Shade will avert this. So will
wetting down with water through a sprinkler system. It now
appears that horizontal air flow (HAF) will also reduce
burn.

Shading the glass during spring months may be
beneficial on sunny days but it also decreases the light
available for photosynthesis on cloudy days. Eliminating
or reducing the shade is desirable except, perhaps, during
summer heat when temperature reduction is needed.

Wetting down roses and other crops to alleviate the
effects of intense light also has drawbacks. It may
interrupt efficient work and foster diseases.

HAF appears to reduce burning by reducing leaf
temperature. This is akin to the way it increases leaf
temperature at night. The temperature of a leaf is
determined by 1) the balance between radiant energy
received and given off, 2) heat transferred to or from the
air by the leaf and 3) the energy required to evaporate
water.

Radiant energy loss at night cools leaves a bit below
air temperature since less energy is radiated back to them
by the cold roof. This loss of heat is replaced by heat
from the slightly warmer air (the difference is not likely
more than 2 F). Moving the air past the leaf hastens the
transfer of heat to the leaf and decreases the net effect

of radiation loss.

During sunny days the reverse is true. This radiation
is also received by the tender young leaves and they become
warmer than the air, as much as 1 F. They dispell the
additional heat by radiating it, by warming the relatively
cooler air and by evaporating water. Moving the air past
the leaf increases the transfer of heat to the air and also

speeds evaporation of water, cooling the leaf.

The advantages of HAF have been listed previously:

1) The cost of installation is only a fraction of that of
other air movement systems.
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For pot plants (6 inch pots) you will need about 1/2 pint
per watering. On greenhouse tomatoes 1/2 to 2/3 gallon per
square foot per watering will give the plants a good soaking.

To calculate the time necessary to water a bench with a
hose, turn the hose on just as though you were watering. Find
the time in seconds required to fill a 5-gallon pail. Measure
the bench area (a 42" bench 90 feet long equals 315 square feet)
Now multiply the time in seconds by the number of square feet.
Divide this number by:

900 to obtain min,
800 " " "
700 " " "

600 " " "

required to apply 1/3 gal. per sq.
ii ii ii 3/3 n ii n
it n n 3/7 " " "

II II II I/O " " "

For those of you who like formulas, here it is:

Time to apply
3/8 gal./sq.ft.

bench
i c \ time to fi11area (sq.ft.) x _ . . , *

5-gal. paiI (sec)
800

ft.

When using a good breaker, a higher pressure can be
used and the water applied faster without washing.

A low pressure should be used for pot watering. To
determine if you are applying 1/2 pint per 6 inch pot, set
the faucet to the desired pressure and find the time in
seconds to fill a 5-gallon pail. Dividing this time into
4800 will give you the number of pots you should water in
one minute.

No. of pots you should 4800 ^___^
water per minute ™ Time to fill a 5"gal. pail (sec.)

While the hand method of water application is still
widely used, it has many disadvantages. It is time consuming,
often requires key personnel and the application of water is
rarely uniform.

For these reasons many growers are now automating part
or all of their watering systems.
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WATER SUPPLY

A correctly designed water system will supply the amount
of water needed each day throughout the year. This amount
will depend on the area to be watered, crop grown, weather
conditions, time of year and whether the heating or venti
lating system is operating. The maximum requirement is about



500 gallons per 1000 square feet per watering. During a hot
summer dry spell this might be applied on an alternate day
basis.

The water system for the greenhouse should be able to
supply the total daily needs in a 6-hour period. This allows
the plants to be watered during the morning and early after
noon and still have time for the foliage to dry before sunset.

The peak use rate is the maximum flow rate during this
6-hour period. Peak use rates are needed to determine pump
capacity, pipe size, type of distribution system and storage
tank size.

Example: Determine the maximum daily water requirement
and peak use rate for a 25' x 100' greenhouse full of bedding
plants.

Area = 25' x 100' = 2500 sq. ft.
u . j -i .. • 4. Area (sq.ft.) x Depth (in)
Maximum daily water requirement = 3 r? c

2500 sq.ft. x 2 in.

15
333 gallons,

Assume that this was applied through a distribution system
over a 2-hour period.

Peak use rate = 333 gal./day = ,6? K/hr>
2 hours

Water system flow rate =^o mtn'/hr' =23/i* 9al./min.
When peak use rates exceed the maximum well yield, some

type of intermediate storage should be used.

Ponds—Used by most of the larger growers in rural areas.
If fed from spring or from watershed runoff, it should be large
enough to store about one year's requirements. Evaporation
losses can be reduced by constructing the pond 10 to 15 feet
deep rather than a shallow one covering a larger area.

Concrete or Steel Storage Tank—This type of intermediate
storage is used when flow rates from wells or springs are not
high enough to supply peak use rates. This type of storage
should be large enough to hold at least one day's water needs.
Tanks can be elevated or placed on a hill to supply water by
gravity or can be connected to a pressure tank and second
pump to supply water under pressure to the point of use.
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EMC0 Testing &
Engineering Corp.
1 Perry Avenue
Norwich, CT 06360

Erwin M. Cohen,
Tel: 886-0697

Lab.

Ph.D.

(ACD)

*mLAND COUNTY

uo¥ Private Laboratory
112 Gurleyville Road
Storrs, CT 06268

Benjamin J. Cosenza, Ph.D,
Tel: 429-4672 (ACD)

WINDHAM COUNTY

Eastern Aquanalysis Lab.
RFD #2, Route 6

Literature Cited

Eco-Science Laboratory
490 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360

Richard J. Benoit, Ph.D.

Director

Tel: 889-8104 (ACD)

Cook Private Laboratory
3 Hillside Circle
Storrs, CT 06268
Wendell B. Cook, Ph.D.,

Director

Tel: 429-9953 (C)

Daniel son, CT 06239
Tilden F. McCommas, Director
Tel: 774-6814 (ABCD)

1. CDFA IPM Pest Post 2 (5):3, May 1981.

2. Univ. of Illinois, Nitrates in Water Supplies, Field
Crops and Ruminant Nutrition, 1967.

GERANIUMS Allen C. Botacchi, Extension Horticultural Agent

The subtitle, a manual on the culture of geraniums as
a greenhouse crop, aptly describes this 410 page reference.
The third edition of the Penn State manual is coedited by
Drs. John W. Mastalerz and E. Jay Holcomb.

This manual covers all aspects in the culture of
geraniums. Some topical chapters include: growing media,
irrigation, fertilization, growing structures, vegetative
propagation, seed germination, diseases, insects, produc
tion costs, and taxonomy to name a few.

Copies of the manual are available from the Pennsyl
vania Flower Growers, 102 Tyson Bldg., University Park,
PA 16802. The cost of the manual is $15-00 per copy post-1
paid. Checks should be made payable to the Pennsylvania
Flower Growers.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY

Environmental Science Corp.
50 Walnut Street

Middletown, CT 06457
MAILING ADDRESS

P.O. Box 616

Middletown, CT 06457
John M. Dzialo, Director
Tel: 347-6961 (ABCD)

Water Resources Laboratory
Chemistry Department
Wesleyan University
Middletown, CT 06457
John Masselli, Director
Tel: 347-9411 Ext. 201 (CD)

NEW HAVEN COUNTY

Aqualogics, inc.
234 Amity Road
Bethany, CT 06525
Clarence H. Roy,
Tel: 393-0190

Ph.D. Director

(ACD)

Environmental Testing Labs.
707 Main Street

Branford, CT 06405
Hubert W. Dean, Director
Tel: 481-4949 (ACD)

Clearwater Analytical Lab.
2545 State Street
Hamden, CT 06517

John L. Morico, Director
Tel: 281-6290 (ACD)

Shoreline Testing Laboratory
19 Christopher Lane
Madison, CT 06443
Jane H. McNeely, Director
Tel: 245-2485 (ACD)

NEW LONDON COUNTY

SEBA Laboratories, Inc.
154 Broad Street
New London, CT 06320

Ernest F. Kydd, Jr., Director
Tel: 442-5024 (AC)
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Middlesex Memorial Hospital Lab.
28 Crescent Street

Middletown, CT 06457
Sebastian J. Gallo, M.D. Director

Tel: 347-4435 (A)

Eastern Analytical Laboratory
251 Main Street
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

Richard M. Kirpas, Director
Tel: 388-2378 (ACD)

Baron Consulting
Milford Materials Testing Lab.
655 Plain Road
Milford, CT 06460
Harry Agahigan, Ph.D. Director
Tel: 874-5678 (ABCD)

Nutmeg Chemical Company
125 Market Street

New Haven, CT 06513
Tel: 777-7691 (CD)

Environmental Laboratories

158 Bull Hill Lane
West Haven, CT 06516

MAILING ADDRESS

1 Columbus Plaza

New Haven, CT 06511
Donald W. Smith, II
Tel: 789-1266 (AC)

Cyto Medical Laboratory
12 Case Street

Norwich, CT 06360
Zannis Kalams, M.D. Director
Tel: 866-6102 (ABCD)
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